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1 Vocabulary: 

A: Fill in the blanks with words given.( One word is extra ) 

respect / attend / ancient /collect / hospitable / exercise / hopefully 

1. Doing daily …………... can keep us healthy and strong. 

2. Iran is a suitable choice for tourists to visit as its people are …………...  and kind. 

3. Edison didn’t ………...school and learned science by reading books in the library himself. 

4. The number of Iranian cheetahs will …………...  increase in the future. 

5. When visiting a foreign country, we should ………. the culture and rules of that country. 

6. South American countries are famous for their …………...  history and amazing nature. 

3 

2 B: Match the words and definitions. ( Two definitions are extra ) 

1.quit               (  ) a. the place that someone or something is going to 

2.range            (  ) b. to change from one language into another 

3.destination (  ) c. in place of someone or something else 

4.translate     (  ) d. to stop doing something 

5. defend        (  ) e. a set of similar things 

6.instead        (  ) f.to find an answer to a problem 

 g. to protect someone or something from danger 

 h.to or in a foreign country 
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3 C: Complete the sentences with your own words. 

1. A religious person who travels to a holy place is called a/an ………….... . 

2. Tourism can be …………...  or international. 

3. Planets move around the Sun in different ………….... . 

4. A person who does research and finds facts is called a/an ………….... . 

2 

4 D: Choose the best answer. 

1. While Razi …………....in Ray Hospital, he taught medicine to many young people. 

a. worked b. is working c. was working d. were working 

2. Maryam and I …………....did the experiment on blood cells. 

a. herself b. myself c. themselves d. ourselves 

3. You …………....listen to loud music. It ………….... hurt your ears. 

a. should / may b. may/ shouldn’t c. shouldn’t / may d. can’t / must 

4. The tourists arrived ………….... Shiraz ………….... midnight. 

a. to / in b. on / at c.in / on d. in / at 
 

2 

5 E: Write the correct form of the given words. 

1. Those polite students were waiting for their teacher ………….....                 ( patient ) 

2. Students should ………….... attention to what the teacher says.                    ( to pay ) 

3. She …………....her first book when she was teaching at the university.        ( publish ) 

4.”How are you going …………....to Italy?” “By plane. “                                  ( to travel ) 
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6 F: Look at the pictures and write a sentence for each one. 
 
 

 

 

                 should / speak loudly                                        must drive/ carefully 

1) …………………………………………. . 2) …………………………………………… 

1 

7 G: Make questions. 1 

The children will visit the national museum next Monday. 

Who ………………………………………………………….? 

When …………………………………………..…………….? 

1 

8 G: Put the words in the correct order.  

1. language / Chinese / of / the / is / the most / the world / difficult. 

……………………………………………………………………….. . 

2. very expensive / are / beautiful / those / carpets / Persian / large. 

……………………………………………………………………….. . 

1 

9 WRITING: 

H: Write the correct form of the words in parentheses. 

1. Some (woman) …………....  are watching those (wolf) ………….... in the zoo. 

2. Does your father drive fast? No, he usually drives …………....  (good) and carefully. 

3. I …………....  reading newspapers. ( not like ) 

1 

10 I. Put the words under the right column. 

Damavand / wonderful / believe / comfortably / drink / leopard 
  

Stative verb Action verb adverb adjective Proper noun Common noun 

      
 

1.5 

11 Conversation: Complete the conversation with the words given. One word is extra 

 booklet / suggestion / choice / popular / vacation / visit /information 

A: Excuse me, I am planning for my summer …………....  . 

B: How can I help you? 

A: Do you have any …………....? 

B: Well, you may have some choices. You can …………....  China. 

A: But I was in Beijing two years ago. 

B: Probably Iran is the best …………....  . 

A: How can I get more …………....  about Iran? 

B: You can check this ………….... or see our website. 

1.5 

12 K: Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

Muslims / activities /hospitable/attractions / desert /shrines 

Each year, many people from all parts of the world visit Iran’s …………..... Iran is a four-

season country and tourists can find a range of ………….... from skiing to ………….... 

touring. Many …………....also travel to Iran and go to holy ………….... in Mashhad and 

Shiraz .Iranian people are …………....and kind to travelers and tourists. 
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13 L: Read the text and answer the questions. 

Albert Einstein was a world-famous physicist. He was born in Ulm, Germany in 1879, but he 

grew up in Munich. As a young boy, he didn’t do well at school. He liked to study math and 

science at home by himself. In 1895, Einstein’s family moved to Milan, Italy. In 1901, he got 

a job in Bern, Switzerland. When he was not at work, he did research on physics. He became 

a professor of physics at many universities such as Berlin. But his wife did not like Berlin, so 

she and their sons went back to Switzerland. In1915, he finished his Theory of Relativity. This 

made him very famous. Einstein did not believe in war, so he left Germany and went to the 

United States. He died in Preston, New Jersey in 1955. 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Einstein was an excellent student at school. 

         True                                                     False 

2. He spent a part of his life without his family.  

         True                                                     False 

Give complete answers : 

3. Where did Einstein grow up? 

…………………………………………………….. 

4. What made Einstein very famous? 

……………………………………………………… 
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یحان یردولتیغدبیر دبیرستان  آقای داود فالحی سؤالطراح این   هستند.  استان تهران در  ابور
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